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Dear Year 11 student and parent/carers, 

 

I would like to invite you to attend our sixth form virtual open evening on Wednesday 4th November from 5-7pm. 

We have had an extremely successful launch to Khalsa Sixth (KVI) provision since September.  The curriculum offers a broad and 

balanced range of subjects that span from highly academic (including Humanities) to vocational subjects that will support our 

students in securing access to high level apprenticeships or degrees at Red Brick Universities.   

For us at TKAW/KVI, Personal development sits hand in hand with academic achievement.  With this in mind, our year 12 

students have already had so many extra-curricular experiences. Many have joined the RAF cadets; taken part and trained as 

Binti menstrual trainers; had well-being and mind-set workshops with our Trust Sikh Studies Lead and the Hemraj Goyal 

foundation.  Our year 12 students have weekly careers and higher education workshops and NCS and also many have taken part 

in coach bright mentoring.   

We invest in our students futures and with the current climate and issues the world is facing we feel it is vital that we prepare 

our students to ensure they can successfully compete to secure higher education positions following their sixth form studies. 

KVI Virtual open evening: 

The evening will of course be a different format to how we would have liked to have presented our provision to you, however 

due to the pandemic we have ensured that we can showcase the facilities and opportunities as best as we can within the 

guideline and safety of our students.   

Over the coming weeks you can expect to receive a prospectus, a revision pack and also key information sheets for each subject 

on offer. You will also receive an application pack.  

The virtual open evening will be a chance for you to see the sixth form in action but also provide you with the chance to speak to 

key staff and ask any questions you may have. 

Please access the evening via our school website, where you will find further information and the link to follow to be part of the 

event. 

As you can appreciate your feedback and support is invaluable to us so please do feel free to contact Mrs Juss (Vice Principal for 
Sixth Form and PD) at k.juss@tkaw.org with any questions or ideas that you may have. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Mrs Anita Kaur Notta          Mrs Kiran Juss 
Principal             Vice Principal 
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